
 
 
 
 
May 27, 2019 
Living Under A Corrupt System 
 
Remember how I always warned that if we didn’t deal with the corruption that was enabled at 
the Federal and State levels that installed, nurtured and protected corruption in Indian Country, 
we’d find ourselves, all of us, living under the same system of corruption, only worse? I titled 
more than one posting as “We’re All Indians Now”.  
 
The example I use is Spirit Lake Nation in North Dakota.  The murders, the child trafficking, drug 
trafficking, and the bogus BIA Land transactions that make an inside few extremely wealthy, 
while robbing the majority of those who live on the rez, is a fortified system of oppression, and 
government has been happy to both look the other way, and to reinforce the corruption, put 
down any dissent.  Most of all, corruption protects the worst criminals in our midst, and puts 
the most atrocious, despicable people into positions of power and authority.  
 
The Turd Clan is prime example in this. They are stupid. They are vicious. They were ignorant. 
They were bullies. They are murderers. Poopsie, so-named because he literally craps all over 
himself. The man reeks of crap and people can’t stand to be in the same room as him. He 
doesn’t clean up. It’s literally a complete lack of control. And that is almost karmic as he has 
been out of control in so many ways, so now, this.  
 
And, he’s not alone. Word has come that his little bro, Q-Ball is now walking around with 
loaded diapers all the time as well. Complete loss of control. If he yells, he shits. If he hits a 
speed bump, he loads his diapers. If he smacks his woman around, he craps himself.  
 
It’s embarrassing to say the least.  But worse, the people who continue to cover for their 
crimes.  Can you imagine? Being afraid to speak the truth about the crimes committed by two 
ugly men who crap all over themselves. Literally.   
 
Now, look at what is leading our Country. A man with low intellect, who is enabled by the most 
corrupt party, the Republican Party, as he ruins our economy, alienates our allies and hands our 
secrets and sources over to Vladimer Putin as quickly as he can.  
 
The man can’t even dress properly. Look at his pants. Ever notice how sometimes his pants 
seem way too long for him? It’s because he had them tailored when he was wearing those lifts 
in his shoes. When he’s not wearing the lifts, his cuffs drag on the ground.   
 
He has arbitrarily tariffed our trade partners.  Suddenly, our farmers can’t sell their crops to 
China. Farmers will go broke. We will see more ‘farmer suicides’ again, as we did the last time a 
Republican crashed our economy.  Manufacturing jobs are vanishing before our eyes. We’ve 
lost car manufacturing, Harley Davidson moved out of country, and washing machines, other 
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appliances, are price anywhere from 15-40% higher because of the tariffs.  Consumers pay the 
tariffs, not the countries that have them imposed against them.  
 
Corruption got him into office and corruption keeps him in office. Just like in Indian Country.   
 
Take his “Wall”. $1.7B went into one mile of wall. ONE MILE. He’s taking money away from TSA 
that is supposed to protect our airports, taken funds out of Veteran’s Benefits, taken all the 
money out of every cyber security agency… to build a wall. The most Medieval , least effective 
system of border protection, but which he wants to install as a symbol of his rule.   
 
Cyber security was completely defunded. This while our power grids have already been probed 
and attacked by foreign hackers. Imagine the chaos of another country being able to control 
our power grid, while he admires his wall?  
 
Farmers now have to have hand-outs from the Federal Government in order to stay afloat.  
Farmers; the most fiercely independent of all the trades, now has to go hat-in-hand or lose it all 
and be buried in a mountain of debt.  
 
Republicans support Trump on all of this. And y’all in the Midwest continue to vote for 
republicans. I don’t get it. It’s like you want someone that will destroy the entire nation as long 
as you can be racist and blame immigrants, people of color, people of different religions. Is it 
really worth it?  
 
Kevin Cramer is right in the thick of this.  Fisher Industries, who are very big donors to the 
Republican Party, especially in North Dakota, is being promoted by both Trump and Cramer, to 
get the contract to build the wall. They want to bypass the bidding process. We already know 
that Trump and his cronies don’t blink at the price tag of $1.7B per mile, and Fisher Industries 
can do what they want if they get the contract, given that there is no competition allowed.  
 
*Note: I used a Twitter link for the summary. The story can be googled anywhere, but WaPo has 
this one and it’s often behind a paywall.  
 
 
Also, Trump has put in a special request: French Doors. I’m not kidding. I wish I was kidding, but 
I’m not.  
 
That’s our tax dollars, boys and girls. Our money. And why Fisher? Because they donated to 
Cramer’s campaign.  You want to get a multi-billion dollar contract? Give thousands of dollars 
to a Republican.  The return on your ‘investment’ is out of this world! 
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Payment for the Wall is also coming from the funds that were set aside for the Gold Star 
Families. Trump especially hates them. They are the surviving family members, mostly children, 
whose father or mother was killed fighting the wars in the Mideast. A war started by Republican 
presidents, George Sr. & George Junior. Remember Rumsfeld & Cheney? “The war will be over 
in six months tops—and it will pay for itself.”  
 
Trump is now trying to start another war with Iran. Iran can fight back and it will be much more 
costly in blood and treasure if he gets his way.  Trump violated the agreement that kept Iran 
from developing nuclear weapons. He then repeatedly threatened to attack Iran. Now he says 
they are threatening to make war on us. They are not. They are promising to defend themselves 
if we attack them. And they will. 
 
Why another war? Why not? There is no profit in Peace.  The Military Industrial Complex, 
mainly the weapons manufacturers, make no money during Peace. They make hundreds of 
billions during wars. And they make big donations to buy elections when they are making that 
kind of money, or if they can get a president to make sure there are endless wars for them to 
profit from.  That money they make? OUR TAX DOLLARS.  
 
Allowing corporations to pollute our air, ground and water also increases profits. That in turn, 
increases donations to that particular political party.  Pollution is profitable.  The people suffer, 
but that’s how that works.  
 

Random Thought: The Opiod addictions all started in the Doctors’ offices. It is the Sackler 
family that designed the addiction system, made billions off of it, but will get a small fine 
and serve no jail time for killing our loved ones. Their wealth has given them great 
status. There is so much profit in creating suffering. It’s why there is so much suffering. 
The people who run the system get rich off of it.  

 
The same GOP that was outraged over a blow job when Clinton was in office, couldn’t care less 
about the immorality, the outrageous profiting from the Presidency; the Intelligence Agencies 
being attacked to weaken us against Russia and other hostile nations, nor in the suffering of 
farmers, the loss of good paying manufacturing jobs, the deterioration of our roads, bridges, 
highways and the big target on our power grid.  They can’t be bothered.   
 
They have put children in cages. Trafficked children. Kidnapped children. Violated international 
laws on refugees, trade and any number of international embarrassments generated by the 
buffoon in the White House.  
 
The Rez has the Turd Clan. The Country has Trump. The same corrupt system enables, nurtures 
and protects all of it.  We are all Indians now, and it’s going to get worse.  
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Keep voting Republican. Act like you have no choice. People on the rez have almost no choice 
because the system is so corrupt. But the rest of the country has a choice.  We know 
Republicans are corrupt. We know they are weak. We know they are amoral.  
 
And when they bring up that Abortion Trope to make you feel like if you don’t vote for them 
you are ‘killing babies”, think about those kids in cages, kids being trafficked, kids dying because 
they refuse to give them medical assistance, kids suffering from lead  and other toxins in their 
water, all the ‘babies’ they are happy to drop bombs on for profit, and all the children suffering 
because being poor in one of the richest nations in the world, means billionaires get tax breaks 
so schools can’t afford to give school lunches to hungry kids… ask yourself who cares about real 
living, breathing children.  
 
I’m going to include a piece written by Pastor Dave Barnhart of St. Junia, UMC: 
 

“The unborn” are a convenient group of people to advocate for.  They never make 
demands of you; they are morally uncomplicated, unlike the incarcerated, addicted or 
the chronically poor; they don’t resent your condescension or complain that you are not 
politically correct; unlike widows, they don’t ask you to question the patriarchy; unlike 
orphans, they don’t need money, education, childcare; unlike aliens, they don’t bring all 
that racial, cultural and religious baggage that you dislike; they allow you to feel good 
about yourself without any work at creating or maintaining relationships; and when they 
are born, you can forget about them, because they cease to be unborn…You can love the 
unborn and advocate for them without substantially challenging your own wealth, 
power, or privilege, without re-imagining social structures, apologizing or making 
reparations to anyone.  They are, in short, the perfect people to love if you want to claim 
you love Jesus but actually dislike people who breathe. 
 
Prisoners? Immigrants? The sick? The poor? Widows? Orphans? All the groups that are 
specifically mentioned in the Bible? They all get thrown under the bus for the unborn.”. -
Dave Barnhart 

 
 
What kind of country do you want to live in? Oppressing women by taking away their bodily 
autonomy is pure oppression.   
 
Abortion became legal because women were dying, dying horribly from illegal abortions. After 
it became legal and birth control became available, the number of abortions dropped steeply. 
And the septic wards of hospitals, where women died from lack of legal access to abortion, 
closed down.  
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Abortion didn’t begin with Roe v Wade; Deaths from abortion ended with Roe v Wade.  
Killing women doesn’t save babies.  Pregnancy is already the most dangerous situation 
for women. Making it more dangerous is the work of monsters. 

 
 
One in four pregnancies end in miscarriages. Criminalizing miscarriages, which states have 
already done, punishes women for the sake of punishing women.  
 
No abortion is casually sought. It’s a difficult decision under the best of circumstances. Late 
term abortions occur to save the life of the mother.  Late term abortions are of pregnancies 
that were wanted. Most already had a name picked out, the nursery painted & furnished… 
plans for the future… and then something goes terribly wrong.  
 
And these monstrous people want to shout and shame women seeking to save their own lives.  
 
Children born to single mothers are often living in poverty. The women can’t afford child care, 
so they are shamed for accepting welfare. They can’t improve their education, nor afford to get 
good education for their children. Welfare benefits are looked at as shameful. Women who are 
raped are blamed for their rapes. Worse, their rapists get shared custody.  
 
Most men, and many women, have no clue what pregnancy does to a woman’s body. Ohio is 
now proudly forcing a girl who was raped, incest, to carry her pregnancy to term.  We already 
know how the system will treat her and her children afterwards.  
 
Corporate welfare is in the hundreds of billions of dollars. Welfare for the poor is a fraction of 
that. Our priorities are upside down. We are crapping all over ourselves.  
 
And now, with farmers getting tens of billions of dollars in hand outs, will we shame them? 
Keep in mind most won’t get enough to sustain themselves. However, a meat packing 
corporation that is owned by two criminals in Brazil, brothers, who are not even allowed to 
travel out of their own country, received over $62M of our tax money as part of this bail out, 
already. This in spite of the fact that they have suffered ZERO losses due to the tariffs.  
 
Yup, it SHORE PAYS to be friends with the most corrupt political party our country can elect. (I 
know how to spell “SURE” but I had to snap my suspenders with my thumbs on that one). 
 
So, if you like living under a corrupt system, keep voting for Republicans.  Democrats aren’t 
perfect, but at least they can be held accountable.  They can be gotten out of office and their 
leadership imposes penalties on them for corruption or bad behavior.  Republicans are just 
free-wheelin’ & stealin’ with both hands, as fast as they can. 
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How y’all vote tells me how stupid you are. You’ve seen how they behave once they are in 
office. You’ve seen how much it’s cost you.  If you think you can blame anyone else for what 
they’ve done to you, if you think you can blame immigrants, the poor, Muslims, Jews, Refugees, 
then, nothing I can say will fix what’s broken inside of you.  
 
Corruption is easy. Breaking things is easy. Neglecting things is easy. Fixing them takes hard 
work, integrity, and it’s expensive.  But not as expensive as corruption.  
 
The Rez is dominated by a corrupt criminal family. That family is protected by every level of 
government that is supposed to be on the side of Law and Justice, but which are corrupt. Look 
how it runs.  
 
The USA is run by a corrupt criminal family. That family is protected by every level of 
government that is supposed to be on the side of Law and Justice, but which are corrupt.  Here 
we go! 
 
Keep an eye on Trump’s pants.  It won’t be long before he marches his entire cabinet out to the 
microphones to testify at how he isn’t crapping himself.  
 
French Doors. On a border wall. French Doors. 
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 
 
PS: Soon, depending on how much information comes in, I’ll have a piece on Andrea Yankton. 
Her Indian Name (given to her by real Indians) is “Ass Eyes” as in “All them Yanktons have Ass 
Eyes”.  
 


